FROM: [Redacted]
TO: Coalition Forces

SUBJ: TACTICAL INTERROGATION REPORT

Name of Detainee: Amir Muhammad Sa'id 'Abd-al-Rahman ((al-Mawla))
Report No: [Redacted]
Alias: None
Shaykh: 'Adnan Hasan
Captive Tag #: M060108-01
Interrogator: [Redacted]
Date/Time: 080600c JAN 08
Language Used: AD
Interpreter: [Redacted]
Maps Used: [Redacted]

Part I: Capture Information

1. Date/Time: 060137C JAN 08
2. Place/OBJ: [Redacted]

Ustaz Ahmad is ultimately responsible for approving attacks by AQL fighters on proposed targets.
Part II: Administrative

A. Personal Particulars of Detainee

1. Full Name: Amir Muhammad Sa'id 'Abd-al-Rahman ((al-Mawla))
2. Nationality: IZ
3. Ethnicity: Arab
4. Languages and Proficiency: AD (N), EN (P), TK (G)
5. Date/Place of birth: October 1976/Mahalabiyah, Mosul
6. Sex: Male
7. Marital Status: Married, one wife
8. Religion: Muslim-Sunni, Sufi
9. Occupation: Imam at al-Furqan Mosque, Mosul
11. Civilian Education: Master's Degree in Quran Science, Mosul University
12. Children: One boy, no girls

B. Features

Current Eye Color: Brown
Current Hair Color: Black
Current Height: 68 Inches
Current Weight: 223 Pounds
Comments: No scars, no tattoos

Part III: Information Obtained:

Summary:

- Detainee discussed his recruitment and work as a Shari'a counselor in the ISi.
- Detainee provided a physical and vehicle description of Khalid, the Si Media Amir of Mosul.
• Detainee identified the current overall, religious, administrative, security and military amirs in Mosul as well as key subordinates.
• Detainee identified the ISI individuals killed

Detainee was recruited into the ISI by Falah Hasan (al-Jumayli) shortly after Detainee completed his master degree in Islamic studies at the beginning of 2007. Detainee was approached by Falah at the al-Farqan Mosque. Falah asked Detainee to teach Shari'a members of the ISI religion and culture. Falah took Detainee to meet with Hajji Ahmad in Hay al-Jadida, Mosul. Hajji Ahmad was the Shari'a Amir of Mosul at the time. Hajji Ahmad questioned Detainee regarding Detainee's education and experience in Shari'a and asked Detainee to teach four to five people. The Shari'a members were to pass these lessons to the ISI fighters in the Sharia member's respective areas. Detainee provided these lessons at the Farqan Mosque.

Detainee identified the following individuals as the ISI Shari'a members that attended the lessons:
  • 'Amir al-Shari'a
  • Mu'ad
  • Shakir
  • Abu Nur
  • Abu 'Abd-al-Rahman

Detainee's responsibilities in the ISI also included mediating disputes between ISI members. Six months prior to capture Detainee mediated a dispute between Hamid and Dr. Firas, AKA Dr. Ahmad and other ISI leaders in reference to members of the Jaysh al-Mujahidin (JM). Several ISI fighters thought the JM members were a bunch of thieves and kidnappers. Hamid and Dr. Firas wanted to allow the JM members to join ISI. Detainee ruled that JM members could join ISI because they agreed to stop robbing people and act according to ISI plans. Abu 'Abdallah al-Shami ordered four JM members killed during the dispute. There was a major change in ISI leadership due to the incident and Abu 'Abdallah was transferred out of Mosul to an unknown area. Detainee heard that Abu 'Abdallah was later killed during a CF rocket attack.

Detainee accompanied Abu Salim, the Security Amir of Mosul, on several occasions to various meetings throughout both the left (east) and right (west) side of Mosul.
Anmar, AKA Abu Anmar replaced Abu Abdallah al-Shami as the Wali of Mosul after the transfer of Abu 'Abdallah al-Shami from Mosul. Anmar was the Wali until one month ago when he (Anmar) was replaced by Anas. Anmar is still in Mosul but was demoted from his position. Anas is from an area outside of Mosul but Detainee does not know where Anas is from.

Detainee provided the following names of individuals that were killed:

- Haydar al-Afri - ISi Amir of east Mosul
- Abu Nasir - ISi member and close associate of Haydar
- Abu Fatimah - ISi Security Amir under Abu 'Ali and Abu Salim
- Abu Qasim
- Abu Qasim's father and brother, no ISi affiliation

Detainee identified the following names and phone numbers that were written in a dark colored notebook:

- 'Amir is the ISi East side Religious Amir. 'Amir lives in Hay al-Sumar but Detainee does not know the exact location of the residence.
- Abu Iman is the Religious Amir of Mosul.
- Harith
Detainee was last at the office one month prior to capture. Detainee picks up CDs, flyers and pamphlets to read. The material includes speeches from Abu 'Umar al-Baghdadi, religious material and ISi military operations. Detainee does not work in media and did not disseminate any of this material. The ISi office has been at this location for months but there was recent talk of moving the office. Hakim, an ISi media member and Khalid, the ISi media amir, work at the office. Nazar does work on a computer at the office but Detainee does not know what Nazar does on the computer. Detainee knows that the office was still open at this location a few days prior to capture. Detainee has been to the office on several occasions and usually goes to the office between the hours of 1000 to 1200 but Detainee does not know what the official office hours are. The office is open every day but Friday. There is a sign above the office that says "Wedding Videos" but the office never produces any wedding videos. The office is for ISi business only. The office is the second office from the north east corner with the entry being a glass door. The office is one room and contains two computers and a copy machine.
Name: Facility: ISI Media Office
Function: Production of ISI media products
Role in Insurgency: Media production
Group: ISI

Detainee provided the following description of Khalid:

INDIVIDUAL
Name: [REDACTED]
Alias: Khalid
Role in insurgency: ISI Media Amir
Links with other insurgents: Abu Salim, Hakim, Nazar.
Age: 32 to 33 years old
Height: 70 inches
Weight: 162 pounds
Build: Medium to thin
Hair: Black
Hairstyle: Short, combed forward, receding hair line
Eyes: Unknown
Glasses: None
Facial Hair: Light beard and mustache
Clothing: Shirt and pants
Scars, Marks, Tattoos: None
Distinguishing Characteristics: Long nose
Jewelry: None
Skin Color: Light brown
Teeth: Full
Nationality: IZ
Ethnicity: Arab
Languages: AD
Married: Unknown
Children: Unknown

1.4 (c)

Email: Unknown
Weapons: None

1.4 (c)

Detainee provided the following description of Khalid's vehicle:

VEHICLE
Make: Nissan
Model: Sunny
Style: Sedan
Year: 1990s
Condition: Old
Color: Grey
Doors: Four
Sunroof: None
Steering wheel: Left side
Tinted Windows: None
Stickers: None
Transmission: Standard
Damage: None, Clean
License Plate: Unknown
Distinguishing Features: None

Detainee saw the vehicle a few days prior to Detainee's capture. Khalid parks the car in front of the store.

Abu Iman is the current Shari'a Amir of Mosul. Abu Iman took over the position after Abu 'Abdallah was arrested by CF one month ago. Abu 'Abdallah had replaced Abu Ahmad.

'Umar and Muqdad are the current military amirs of the east side of Mosul.
'Umar and Muqdad took over after the death of Abu Fu'ad who was killed by CF.

Haydar al-Afri was the military leader of the west side of Mosul until his death a few weeks ago.

'Amir al-Shari'a is the Religious Amir of the east side of Mosul. 'Abd-al-Rahman and Mu'ad work under 'Amir. Abu Nur is the Religious Amir of the west side of Mosul.